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Arising from Lyons et al. 529, 80-83 (2016)

Since Humboldt and Darwin, ecologists have puzzled over what determines 

community assembly and structure and how community structure may change 

with time. Human activity is one potential driver. Impacts of modern human 

societies on the environment and its biota are massive, with many forms of 

pollution, loss and fragmentation of habitats, and extensive introductions of 

exotic species changing many ecological and biogeographical patterns. 

Prehistoric societies might be expected to have had a much lower impact on their

environment. However, Lyons and colleagues1 propose that plant and mammal 

assemblages are so fragile that the limited settlements, agriculture, and 

associated activities 6000 years ago in North America were sufficient to 

fundamentally change community-assembly rules. They base this conclusion on 

temporal patterns in the proportion of aggregated taxon-pairs in species 

presence-absence data-sets from the past 300 million years. We demonstrate 

that their conclusions result from the use of inappropriate modern data-sets and 

from biases when detecting segregated taxon-pairs in different sized data-sets.

Lyons et al. analysed co-occurrence patterns between taxon pairs in 71 fossil 

(age 307 Myr – 100 yr) and 9 recent (<100 yr) presence-absence assemblages 

using an empirical Bayes approach2 that classifies each taxon-pair as random, 

aggregated, or segregated. Lyons et al. supplemented their analyses by including

39 modern ‘mainland’ data-sets, and 59 ‘island’ data-sets in some analyses.
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A Loess smoother of the proportion of non-random taxon-pairs that are 

aggregated based on the fossil and modern ‘mainland’ data-sets in relation to 

age (Fig. 1 in ref 1) shows a decrease towards the present-day. A breakpoint 

analysis of the proportion of aggregated pairs in the fossil, modern ‘mainland’ 

and ‘island’ data-sets suggests the onset of the decline is at 6 Kyr (EDF 2 in ref 

1).

We were intrigued by these results, so investigated the data and methods used.

Much of the modern data used is of doubtful relevance. Of the 39 modern 

‘mainland’ data-sets used, two are from the oceanic Canary Islands, and ten are 

from sky-islands and other dispersal-limited systems such as caves, drainage 

basins, and jars of artificial lake-water at different distances from a Texan lake. 

Several of the sky-island mammal data-sets are related (two are identical; a third 

is a transposed version of a fourth). Many of the remaining 27 data-sets overlap, 

differing by a few observations or species, or sample the same sites repeatedly 

(e.g. W. Australian cameinids is a subset of species in W. Australian snails, 

Senoran rodents (scrub) is a subset of sites in Senoran rodents (all sites), the 

Illinois woodlot birds 1978 and 1979 data-sets sample the same sites, etc.). Thus 

many of these ‘mainland’ data-sets cannot be considered independent and their 

influence will be inflated. Many are from situations whose biogeographical 

patterns cannot plausibly have resulted from impacts of human activity. We do 

not regard the majority of the ‘mainland’ data-sets to be appropriate for 

comparison with the 80 fossil or recent assemblages. 

Oceanic island data-sets typically have a low proportion of aggregated taxon  

pairs1, so the inclusion of 59 ‘island’ data-sets is a potential source of bias in the 

breakpoint analysis. Clearly, ‘island’ data-sets are not comparable with the fossil 

data-sets, being influenced by natural biogeographical, evolutionary, and 

ecological processes rather than by Holocene human activity although recent 

human-mediated introductions and extinctions have changed island biota. For 

this reason they should not have been included in the break-point analysis. Lyons 

et al. report that the break-point results were 'similar when island data were 

excluded’. In fact, the already wide 95% confidence intervals of the break-point 

widen to include the last five million years! If the dispersal-limited 'mainland' 

data-sets are also excluded, no Holocene break-point is found. 
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Concerned that the break-point analysis may have failed to fit properly, we 

refitted the model using MCMC sampling (see methods). When we excluded the 

modern island data, the break-point's 95% credible interval fills almost the entire 

temporal extent of the study (fig 1.), and a model with no break-point exhibits a 

lower Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) score. The statistical evidence for a 

mid-Holocene human-induced break-point, the central claim of Lyons et al, is 

therefore extremely weak, both in terms of its timing and even of its existence. 

Without any break-point, the proportion of aggregated pairs shows an 

exponential decline (i.e. linear decline against log-age) over the last 300 Myr. This

could be an exciting result. However it is more likely an artefact of variations in 

the number of sites in each data-set (the median number of observations is 

larger (171) in fossil data-sets younger than 6000 yr than those older (median 

42)). We explored this potential bias by taking large species presence-absence 

matrices and randomly sub-sampling them to generate smaller matrices. We then

found the number of aggregated and segregated species pairs in each matrix.

With the largest of the modern 'mainland' data-sets used by Lyons et al., reducing

the number of sites increases the proportion of aggregated pairs (Extended Data 

Figure 1a). With three of fossil data-sets (Extended Data Figure 2b-d), the 

proportion of aggregated pairs increases slightly then strongly declines as the 

number of sites deceases. Data-set specific relationships between the number of 

sites and the proportion of aggregated pairs make it difficult to correct for this 

bias without reducing all data-sets to the same size.

There is a long history in community ecology and island biogeography of 

disagreements about taxon-co-occurrence analyses and their interpretation3. 

Some of the interpretative problems may result from Gotelli and Ulrich’s 2 

warning about co-occurrence analysis that “Perhaps it is asking too much of a 

statistical analysis to reveal biologically meaningful pairwise associations with no 

other information than a binary presence-absence matrix”. Gotelli and McCabe4 

emphasise that differences between data-sets in terms of taxonomy, sampling 

effort, and site selection can affect the result of co-occurrence analyses and that 

“Such issues cannot be resolved by statistical analyses that are based solely on 

presence-absence matrices. Simple null models are best viewed as statistical 

patterns for recognizing non-random patterns … rather than as a critical 'litmus' 

test for competitive effects”. We suggest that inherent differences among the 

data-sets used by Lyons et al. are causing biases and introducing artefacts into 
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their analyses. Co-occurrence analysis of presence/absence data may not be a 

sensitive enough approach to detect changes in community assembly and 

structure of heterogeneous mainland assemblages. The conclusion that 

community-assembly rules changed in the mid-Holocene due to human impact in 

North America cannot be upheld.

Methods

We implemented the break-point model described in Lyons et al. for both the 

entire data-set and excluding the island data. Due to instabilities in the likelihood 

estimation algorithm, we implemented the model in JAGS5 rather than the 

‘segmented’ R package used in Lyons et al. We compare models with zero and 

one break-point using Deviance Information Criterion6 (DIC).

For the power analysis, data-sets were randomly sub-sampled to generate 

matrices with fewer sites and a constant number of species. Species co-

occurrence analyses were done in an R-implementation7 of Pairs2 using 20 bins. 

Ten replicates were performed for each number of sites.
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Figures

Figure 1. Break-point analysis of the “no-island” data-set using log(Age) as the 

predictor and a Gaussian link function. The data are represented by the black 

dots. The solid blue line is the median estimate for the model prediction from the 

MCMC samples. Dashed blue lines show the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the MCMC

prediction. Red dot represents the break-point in the model and the lines in the x 

and y directions represent the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of its sampled values. 
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Extended Data Figure 1. Effect of number of observations on percentage of 

aggregated taxon-pairs for four data-sets used by Lyons et al., a) US desert 

rodents, b) Holocene mammals, c) North American Pollen 1ka, and d) 1950 

Wisconsin understorey vegetation. Grey band show 95% confidence interval of 

local regression smoother fitted with a quasi-binomial distribution.
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